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Exotherm are: 
Georg Laudenberg (v) 
Alexander Breikrats (g, v)  
Christian Pirch (g)  
Nikolas Müller (b)  
Pascal Azzolin (dr)  

Exotherm convince with dynamic and varying Songs and vocals full of 
mutability that cover everything from melancholic passages to 
aggressive shouts. 
Traditional Heavy, Power and Thrash Metal meet influences from 
several other Metal genres and some modern elements, but always 
without being NU.  
So the diversified songs and the catchy tunes appeal to a big audience.  
 
Characteristic for Exotherm is the mood during their concerts.  
Singer Georg is a real entertainer, who lets the audience become a part 
of the show while on stage there is really something going on. 
Guitar player Alex with his scream cares for additional hardness and 
when the Band send up the temperature in the club by several degrees, 
everyone knows that Exotherm can set free a lot of energy in the 
audience.  
And that is where the band's name comes from… 
 
Exotherm was born in 1998 by Alexander Braikrats (g, v), Christian 
Pirch (g), Nikolas Müller (b) and Pascal Azzolin (dr) in Wipperfürth 
(40km east of Köln / Cologne, Germany). 
Georg Laudenberg (v) joined 1999 with his amazing voice and his gift to 
move the audience.  
 
Exotherm run the Band to shake the audience and have fun, what they 
proofed on many small and several bigger gigs and festivals.  
Their plans for the future are: playing even more gigs to set the 
audience on fire and writing even more good songs, which are not 
following any trends, but fulfil their ideas of good music. 
 
The album "project 47" was released worldwide by the label "Limited 
Access Records" and there will be a new album in early 2006. 

  Exotherm 
  Christian Pirch 
  Hammerschmidt-Allee 25 
  51789 Lindlar 
  Germany 
  www.exotherm.net  
  band@exotherm.net 
  Tel: +49 2266-1634 
  mobile: +49 175-8984476 

Demo (2000)   
Album: project 47 (2002, unmastered) 
Sampler: Visions of Metal II (D, 2003) 
Sampler: Joining Forces (D, 2004) 
Sampler: Breaking The Silence (D, 2004) 
Album: project 47 (2004, mastered) 
Sampler: Heavy Rendez Vous Vol. 2 (I, 2006) 

 Limited Access Records 
 Intückerweg 13 
 44289 Dortmund 
 Germany 
 www.la-records.com 
 kontakt@la-records.com 
 Tel: +49 231 20 63 39 2 
 Fax: +49 231 20 63 39 4 

 



the press about Exotherm 
About our album "project 47": 

 

 BURNING-AMBITION.NET about our album "project 47": 
Here you'll get the result of experiments with different influences and 
inspirations. As also done in the chemistry where the band-name has it's roots. 
The basic tendency of the band I would see in the traditional Heavy Metal. But 
this is very various in the separate songs so that could be a superficial 
assessment. Power Metal based riffing and Thrash parts are changing with 
Goth-influences reminding at Sentenced or Lake Of Tears. But also Heavy 
Rock-tendencies 'Icarus' are offered here. Surprise-factor guaranteed. Who 
wants to leave the grey Metal days and doesn't want to abstain on genre-typical 

characteristics should try on EXOTHERM in any case. A little bit of curiosity must be given to you to 
give this EXOTHERN release your full attention. But for all Banger with roots in the 
Power/Thrash/Death genre it will be a welcome alternation. I really like it when it bursts and hard, 
Thrash Metal like riffing is meeting untamed power and when in the next moment silent and 
atmospheric arrangements let time to breathe. The EXOTHERM guys are creating a really successful, 
variation-rich and convincing mixture out off their musical influences. The voice of Shouter Georg 
Laudenberg is like an chameleon and changes according to generate the necessary atmosphere. But 
not all screams are made by him :-) In conclusion PROJECT 47 offers first-class Metal that let you bang 
your head. In song-writing and performance their songs have got a alarming precision and a high level 
of musicality.  
 
 

METAL-OBSERVER.COM  about our album "project 47": 
The quintet ventures into the realms of traditional, rough Heavy Metal, which has its roots in the 80s, 
but does not completely leave out more current sounds, making the whole thing sound modern, but 
without sounding, modern, you still with me? Above a very solid riff skeleton we have the variable voice 
of fronter Georg Laudenberg, who has a powerful roar in his repertoire as well as great melodies 
leaving his mark on the songs. 
Some of you might know the song "It's Time" off the second part of the "Visions Of Metal" series, the 
general opinion about it is that it is one of the highlights of that compilation and I agree with them (which 
at the same time also explains why the name of EXOTHERM sounded so damn familiar when I got the 
CD out of the envelope). Rough and fresh are the eight songs, which based on Heavy Metal also 
induces some elements from Power and some Thrash Metal, plus the already mentioned modern touch, 
which comes through especially with tracks such as the strong opener "Believe In God", "Icarus" or the 
already mentioned "It's Time and do not have to hide behind a whole bunch of signed acts. Also 
remarkable is the intro for "Believe In God", very atmospheric and haunting, great start for an album! 
For a debut "Project 47" has turned out to be really good and should appeal to all fans of rough Heavy 
Metal, no matter if from the 80s or 90s… 
 
 

STRUTTER MAGAZINE (NL) about "project 47": 
Musically they play a mix of Power Metal and Thrash Metal, with a lead singer who changes his voice in 
different directions quite a lot (Gothic, Power Metal, Thrash and Death-growls), so actually this band is 
very diverse. It’s hard to put them into one specific genre. Nevertheless Power/Thrash-Metalfreaks (a 
bit like the last AGENT STEEL) will probably like this band, as it is definitely quality stuff what we get to 
hear. Check out songs like “Father”, “Icarus” (by far the best song, fantastic clean lead vocals suddenly, 
and a strong 80s Melodic Metalsound, classic MAIDEN style, a SUPERB song) and “Believe in God”.  
 
 



 

Stageplan E X O T H E R M 
Version 2 
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 In-Ear-Monitoring for main voice.     
    As only the own voice is needed,     
    the system can be connected directly   
    to the voice channel of the mixer.   

    
If not possible:  
2 monitor-Wedges      

            
           
           
           
            

 

   
            
            

       Drums     
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D.I. out SM 57   

   Git    5 Toms!   Bass Git  
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contact the band: 
Christian Pirch 

Hammerschmidt-Allee 25 
D-51789 Lindlar 
+49 2266-1634 

+49 175-8984476 
band@exotherm.net    


